Stress was placed nine days ago on "The Positive Side," with reference to the truth you want more than no smut when you sit back to read. You want something wholesome and cultural. Tonight the Student Committee for Decency-in-Print offers you one hundred copies of "The Golden Thread of Catholic Thought," the CATHOLIC DIGEST for May.

You may have these copies, as long as they last, at fifteen cents instead of a quarter. Should they run out before you are able to lay hands upon one, leave your name with Fathers Gartland or Grimm or Lynch. They will pass them on to the Committee, who will send for an additional order as soon as they can estimate the number of extra copies needed.

Of course, the usual critics will snicker and wail. "We thought you said culture. Give us Newman, Dawson, Guardini, Bello." The Committee for Decency wastes not its time in wailing but capitalizes on a chance to help Others. It up and does. It sees the DIGEST is serving a special purpose and serving it well. The DIGEST does not claim to be an adequate substitute for the classics. The DIGEST is for popular reading but its reading is good and if used to the best advantage, far from leading away from the best, it leads right to it. On this point its statement of purpose is very clear. Note well the quotation from the brilliant St. Paul.

The policy of the CATHOLIC DIGEST is to draw upon all Catholic magazines and upon non-Catholic magazines as well, when they publish Catholic articles. We are sorry the latter cannot be taken as a general endorsement of everything in the non-Catholic magazines. It is rather an encouragement to them to continue using Catholic material. In this we follow the advice of St. Paul: "For the rest, brethren, all that is true, all that is seenly, all that is just, all that is pure, all that is lovely, all that is winning—whatever is virtuous or praiseworthy—let such things fill your thought."

Truly the DIGEST is not the apex of culture. But it stimulates. It will take many of you out of the kingdom of funny papers into the realm of thought. It will fill a void. It will satisfy. It will lead you on. Part of its contents for May:

Palestine
Roman Catholic Rites
Euthanasia
In Scandinaavia
Grind Your Own Flour
Mary Was a Jewess
A Question of Degree
The Search For Radium
How To Get Married
The Wolf and the Lamb
The Battle of Lepanto
International Brigades to Mexico
The Principles of Fascism
Famous Failures in Music
The Spanish War—Last Phase
"Religion" and the Handout
Moscow Gold Refined
For a Cleaner Language
France, the Man
In Old Mexico
Why An Italian Pope?

PRAYERS: (deceased) uncle of John T. Weber (Dill.), aunt of Fr. Victor, & Harry Boisvert (Dillon); father of friend of Marty Shea (Badin), Ill., aunt of Andy Wilson (Dalh); Rev. Leo Phillips, C.S.V.; aunt of Phil Mahoney (Borin). One Thanksgiving. 8 spec.ints.